Improve Your Class II’s.
Clinically-proven, perfected Class II results versus Tofflemire* bands

- Creates tight, anatomical contacts
- Eliminates food traps
- Consistent, predictable Class II results

The Award-Winning
Composi-Tight® 3D XR
Sectional Matrix System

See for yourself!
Call Garrison 888-437-0032

Made in the USA
Awesome Results Guaranteed!

Dynamic Tip Angle™
Improve your Class II’s!

The ring (3D XR) adapts to all teeth perfectly, seals the gingival margin way better than any other ring and doesn’t spring off. The ring is AWESOME and has made me more confident and less stressed-out with my Class II composites. GREAT PRODUCT!

P.S. It has cut about 10-20 minutes off appointment times.

Neil Olson, DDS
Superior, Wisconsin

SIMPLE TECHNIQUE:

1. PLACE MATRIX BAND.
Select a band that matches the height of the tooth, give it a little extra curl with your fingers and place it with the concave edge towards the occlusal margin.

2. PLACE THE WEDGE.
Place a finger on the band to prevent dislodgment and firmly wedge to seal the gingival margin.

3. PLACE THE RING.
Open the ring with Garrison Ring Placement Forceps and place it directly over the wedge, seating it as far gingivally as possible.

4. PREPARE YOURSELF FOR THE BEST CLASS II’S EVER!

Composi-Tight 3D XR Kit
Sectional Matrix System

Other kit options available. Call for details.

For more information go to www.garrisondental.com. Be sure to check out the website to see the full line of innovative Garrison products and our 6-month money-back guarantee.